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1. Introduction

The skin covers an area of approximately 2 m2

and provides the contact between our bodies and
the external environment. It prevents the loss of
water and the ingress of foreign materials. With-
out it, water loss would be so great that we could
not survive. It is a complex organ having a greater
variety of cell types than the brain. Even though it
is relatively accessible for research, it still holds a
large number of secrets. One of the main puzzles
has been to determine the precise route by which
compounds penetrate through it and how this can
be affected by formulations. The object of this
publication is to summarise the physicochemical
determinants that control drug delivery through
the skin and the advances that have been made
over the last decade or so to an understanding of
skin permeation and its modulation. Particular
emphasis has been placed on subjects with which
my research group has been involved.

The skin is a very heterogeneous membrane but
the layer that controls absorption is the outermost
layer, the stratum corneum. The stratum corneum
is only 15–20 �m thick but provides a very effec-
tive barrier to penetration. The exact nature of
the barrier function has been investigated over
many years and recent advances in biophysical
techniques have provided interesting insights into
the mechanisms of absorption at a molecular
level.

2. Mechanisms of skin penetration

There are a number of routes by which a
molecule can cross the stratum corneum, these
are, intercellular, transcellular and appendageal
(through either the eccrine (sweat) glands or hair
follicles). Under normal conditions the ap-
pendageal route is not thought to be very signifi-
cant, in part this is due to the low surface area
occupied by the appendages. It is more difficult to
determine differences between the transcellular
and intercellular route. Research work, in vivo,
on the skin absorption of methyl nicotinate was
analysed using solutions to Fick’s laws of diffu-
sion and the best fit to the data was found for a
diffusional pathlength of 350 �m (Albery and
Hadgraft 1979a). Since the thickness of the skin is
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approximately 1/20 of this, it was postulated that
the intercellular route was important. This value
was similar to that calculated by a ‘bricks and
mortar’ model of the stratum corneum proposed
by Michaels et al. (1975). However, at the time
the nature of the intercellular channels was un-
clear. Later experiments visualised diffusing
molecules in the intercellular channels (Nemanic
and Elias, 1980; Bodde et al., 1989) and work on
the diffusion of water suggested that even a small
polar molecule transferred along a tortuous path-
way. The pathlength for diffusion of water was
quoted as 500 �m (Potts and Francoeur, 1991).

Developments in analytical techniques have
shown that the intercellular spaces contain a mix-
ture of ceramides, free fatty acids (and their es-
ters), cholesterol (and its sulfate). Interestingly,
advances in microscopy, and the application of
X-ray diffraction have shown that these lipids are
arranged into structured bilayers. The reasons,
therefore, for the impermeability of the skin are:
1. the tortuous route; and
2. the problem of repeated partition and diffu-

sion across structured bilayers.
The impermeability is a considerable problem

in the delivery of medicines both to and through
the skin. It has been estimated that only a few
percent of the active material reaches its target
site when it is delivered topically. As an example
only 1.7% of hydrocortisone alcohol is absorbed
(Feldmann and Maibach, 1967). If this could be
improved dermatological formulations could be
made very much more efficient and hence effec-

tive. For this reason there have been many at-
tempts to identify safe compounds that can be
applied to the skin and promote the absorption of
the active drug. The mechanisms by which these
penetration enhancers act have their basis in the
underlying physical chemistry that controls percu-
taneous absorption. A schematic of the skin is
given in Fig. 1.

3. The physical chemistry of percutaneous
absorption

There has been little evidence to suggest that
there are any active processes involved in skin
permeation, therefore the underlying transport
process is controlled by simple passive diffusion.
Fick’s laws of diffusion can be used to analyse
permeation data and can be used predictively.
Fick’s first law is used to describe steady state
diffusion and can be simplified to:

J=
DK�c

h
(1)

where J is the flux per unit area, D is the diffusion
coefficient in the skin, K is the skin–vehicle parti-
tion coefficient, �c is the concentration difference
across the skin and h is the diffusional pathlength.
Under normal circumstances the applied concen-
tration (capp) is very much larger than the concen-
tration under the skin and Eq. (1) is often
simplified to

J=kp · capp (2)

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the skin showing the different possible routes of penetration. The follicular area accounts for
approximately 0.1% and the eccrine 10−3% of the total surface area.
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Fig. 2. The relationship between flux and concentration for a
hypothetical drug. The saturated solubility of the drug is
unity, hence the flux is invariant with concentration above the
solubility limit. Also shown is the effect of maintaining the
drug concentration but lowering the driving force for diffusion
[the thermodynamic activity (solid circles)]. If the drug can be
supersaturated, fluxes greater than those for the saturated
solution can be achieved (open circles).

There are also specific conditions when the drug
can be supersaturated. This state is inherently
unstable but if the supersaturation can be main-
tained for the lifetime of the application, fluxes
greater than those from a saturated solution can
be achieved.

It is possible to apply saturated solutions of a
drug in different vehicles to a membrane. If the
components of the vehicle do not alter the proper-
ties of the membrane, the flux will be the same,
although the applied concentrations can vary by
orders of magnitude. This was elegantly shown
using silicone membranes (Fig. 3) (Twist and
Zatz, 1986) and is a direct consequence of the fact
that saturated solutions of a drug all possess the
same chemical potential whereas the concentra-
tions can vary considerably. This has been
demonstrated in vivo for simple solutions of
methyl nicotinate (Hadgraft et al., 1973).

The important physicochemical determinants
that control diffusion of xenobiotics through the
skin are therefore, partition, diffusion and solubil-
ity. If formulations need to be optimised, either to
promote or retard absorption, it is these variables
that can be modified.

4. Supersaturation

There have been a number of attempts to show
the role of supersaturation in optimising dermal
drug delivery. Supersaturated states can be pro-
duced by loss of volatile solvent (Coldman et al.,

where kp is a permeability coefficient (=KD/h)
and is a heterogeneous rate constant having the
units, for example, cm h−1. As will become ap-
parent, it is often difficult to separate K and D
and their calculated magnitude will depend on h.
h cannot be accurately estimated as it is the
tortuosity of the intercellular channels, which is
imprecise.

The driving force for diffusion is often sim-
plified as the concentration gradient (�c/�x).
Strictly it should be the chemical potential gradi-
ent (��/�x). This leads to confusion when concen-
trated solutions are used and often mention is
made of the thermodynamic activity. Fick’s laws
of diffusion show that the flux (J) should increase
linearly with concentration until capp reaches the
solubility limit. This means that a 1, 5, and 10%
suspension of the same drug in the same vehicle
will give the same flux. This is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2. It has been demonstrated in vivo
for corticosteroids (Lippold and Schneemann,
1984). In some circumstances there may be excipi-
ents in the formulation, e.g. surfactants, cyclodex-
trins, that will reduce the thermodynamic activity
of the drug. Although the concentration of the
drug present in the formulation will be the same,
its flux through the skin will be reduced as its
activity has been reduced.

Fig. 3. The flux of paraben through a silicone membrane from
saturated solutions. Data adapted from Twist and Zatz (1986).
The flux is constant even though the applied concentration
varies by over 100-fold.
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Fig. 4. The permeation of piroxicam through human epidermis
in vitro, showing the effect of the degree of supersaturation.
Data adapted from Pellett et al. (1994).

5. Penetration enhancement: diffusion effects

Diffusion through the stratum corneum will be
controlled by the slowest step as the molecule
passes through the intercellular structured lipids.
Electron spin resonance studies have shown that
the methylene groups adjacent to the ceramide
polar head groups are the most rigid (Gay et al.,
1989) a fact confirmed by fluorescence spec-
troscopy (Azimi et al., 1992). This is shown dia-
grammatically in Fig. 6. It is thought that
hydrogen bonding between the polar head groups
‘pulls’ the alkyl chains together. One of the ways
in which permeation modulators can work is
therefore by their intercalation into the bilayers
with subsequent disruption to the structure. Two
of the most researched compounds that disrupt
the structure of the bilayers are Azone and oleic
acid (Fig. 7). These appear to act by two distinct
mechanisms. In some very elegant Fourier trans-
form infra red (FTIR) studies oleic acid was
found to form pools within the bilayers (Ongpi-
pattanakul et al., 1991) and a diffusing molecule
would therefore ‘find’ an energetically favourable
route by diffusing down the interfacial defects
between the pools of oleic acid and the ceramides
or by diffusing through the pools, which at body
temperature, would be liquid. On the other hand
Azone appears to distribute homogeneously (Har-
rison et al., 1996a). The difference appears to be
the cis double bond in the oleic acid. It would be

1969), use of cosolvent mixtures (Davis and Had-
graft, 1991), temperature changes (Henmi et al.,
1994) and uptake of water into the formulation
from the skin (Kemken et al., 1992). The thermo-
dynamic states are unstable but the addition of
anti-nucleant polymers such as hydroxypropyl
methyl cellulose (HPMC) can impart stability for
many hours (Iervolino et al., 2000; Raghavan et
al., 2000). This is dependent on the nature of the
drug but the precise reasons for this are unclear.
It is possible that there are molecular interactions
between the polymer and the drug molecules that
prevent subsequent drug molecules interacting
with each other. For example hydrocortisone ace-
tate can be prevented from nucleating if small
amounts of HPMC are present. There is infra red
evidence to suggest that there is hydrogen bond-
ing between the �OH groups on the drug and the
polymer and the presence of the polymer prevents
crystal growth from occurring (Raghavan et al.,
2001).

Figs. 4 and 5 show that supersaturation can
produce enhanced permeation through, and up-
take into, human skin in vitro. The utility of the
approach has also been demonstrated in vivo
where a supersaturated hydrocortisone prepara-
tion is bioactive at 1/20th the concentration of a
conventional formulation (Marks et al., 1992).

Fig. 5. The effect of degree of supersaturation on the uptake of
piroxicam into the stratum cornuem. Data adapted from
Pellett et al. (1997a).
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Fig. 6. A space filling molecular model of a representative ceramide and a diagram showing the region of maximum rigidity in the
methylene groups adjacent to the polar head groups of the ceramide, implying condensation.

interesting to determine the energies involved in
the insertion of the modulator. It is likely that the
cis double bond requires some considerable en-
ergy and therefore pool formation and phase sep-
aration is favoured. The manner in which Azone
inserts itself is interesting. A number of experi-
ments have been conducted to show that the ring
structure probably adopts a higher energy state
and forms roughly a right angle to the alkyl
chain. This exposes the lactam functionality to the
more polar environment of the polar head groups,

where it will gain energy from hydration. The area
per molecule can be seen clearly in simple �–A
experiments where Azone monolayers are formed
at an air water interface (Lewis and Hadgraft,
1990; Lewis et al., 1991). The area per molecule
correlates well with that determined by molecular
graphics for the bent conformation. A similar
area per molecule was determined, by neutron
scattering, when Azone is present in phospholipid
vesicles (Watkinson and Hadgraft, 1992; Watkin-
son et al., 1997).
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Fig. 7. Structures of some permeation modulators and a schematic showing their interaction with a representative ceramide.
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Structure–activity relationships with Azone
analogues have shown the importance of the func-
tional groups in the polar head group region and
also the ring size and chain length. A simple
substitution of the oxygen in Azone with sulfur
produces an inactive modulator. Molecular calcu-
lations on the two structures show that the pres-
ence of sulfur has little effect on the size of the
molecule but there is a significant change in the
negative partial charge. It is much less on the
sulfur and this probably does not provide enough
interaction with the �OH groups of the ceramides
to locate it in the polar head group regions where
it is required to act. Similarly the length of the
alkyl chain is important and Azone analogues
with an alkyl chain length of 12 or 14 appear
optimum (Bodde et al., 1990). This indicates also
that the ring structure needs to be ‘anchored’ in
position. An alkyl chain that is too short or too
long will not locate the ring structure in the polar
head group regions.

A five membered ring structure (N0915), also
with a 12 methylene alkyl chain has been exam-
ined (Hadgraft et al., 1996). The structure in Fig.
7 shows carbonyl groups on opposite sides of the
ring. These can form a hydrogen bond bridge and
condense the structured lipids. This is reflected in
the �–A curves where the mixed monolayers
comprising N0915 and phosphatidyl choline show
a negative deviation from ideality, and there is a
condensation of the lipids.

Additionally N0915 increases the phase transi-
tion temperature of phospholipid vesicles (Had-
graft et al., 1996) and acts generally as a
penetration retarder. This is useful when systemic
absorption is undesirable, e.g. for UV filters and
insect repellents.

Fig. 8 shows that the presence of N0915 in
human skin significantly reduces the absorption of
the insect repellent diethyl m-toluamide (DEET).
It is possible that analogues can be designed that
will have specific actions in reducing the absorp-
tion of many xenobiotics. It is interesting that
DEET has also been used as a penetration en-
hancer (Kondo et al., 1988) but its mechanism of
action is likely to be a result of its solvent action.

6. Penetration enhancement: partition effects

Another way of improving the flux of the drug
is to improve the ability of the permeant to parti-
tion into the outer layers of the skin. If an excipi-
ent in the formulation permeates into the skin it
should alter the solubility characteristics of the
skin. For example, propylene glycol is often used
as a formulation component. It is a small
molecule that is known to transfer through the
skin. It is also often a good solvent for the
permeant. Its presence in the skin should there-
fore improve the absorption rate. There has been
little systematic work conducted on the effect of
vehicle excipients on solubility of permeants in
skin. This is largely due to the problems of identi-
fying appropriate techniques to separate solvent
and lipid disordering behaviour. One way of con-
sidering solubility effects is to examine the solubil-
ity parameters of the skin, the permeant and the
solvent and to make some judgement about the
appropriate choice. The skin is thought to have a
solubility parameter (�) of �10 (cal/cm3)1/2

(Liron and Cohen, 1984). If propylene glycol is
applied (�=14) to the skin surface it will perme-
ate into the skin and � would be anticipated to be
shifted from 10 towards 14. Any drugs having a �

between 10 and 14 would be expected to have an
enhanced flux. In practice the results are less
clear. Fig. 9 shows some results for the perme-
ation of ibuprofen and paracetamol. Skin was
treated with saturated solutions of either ibupro-

Fig. 8. The influence of N0915 on the skin permeation of
DEET. Data adapted from Hadgraft et al. (1996).
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Fig. 9. The steady state flux of (a) ibuprofen (�=10.2) and (b) paracetamol (�=15) across human epidermis. The donor solutions
are saturated with respect to the permeant and represent a range of different solvents spanning solubility parameters from 7 to 14.
Data adapted from Rosado (2000).

fen (�=10.2) or paracetamol (�=15) in a variety
of solvents (� ranging from 7.5 to 14). There is no
simple relationship between the � of the solvent
its ability to enhance flux. Equally there is no
significant difference for the two permeants even
though they possess different � values. If the
solvent was having no effect on the barrier prop-
erties of the skin, the flux should be independent
of �, as in Fig. 3. Similar findings have been
found for other permeants and for model mem-
branes such as polydimethylsiloxane. Hydrocorti-
sone permeation across silicone membranes
showed that the enhancement effects are related
to the sorption of the solvent into the membrane

and this is not a simple function of the solubility
(Cross et al., in press).

More work needs to be conducted so that the
optimum choice of solvent type enhancers can be
rationalised. Preliminary work indicates that
mixed solvents may be better but it is possible
that they may be acting by extracting some of the
lipid components of the intercellular channels.

7. Separation of diffusion and partition effects

It is possible to devise experiments that can
discriminate enhancers that act on diffusion and
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partition. The approach involves the use of atten-
uated total reflectance-Fourier transform infra red
(ATR-FTIR). A membrane (e.g. a piece of skin) is
placed on a ZnSe crystal (Harrison et al., 1996b).
Above the piece of skin is a donor chamber that
contains a saturated solution of a permeant. The
permeant is chosen such that it has an IR signa-
ture that is discrete from the skin spectrum. The
arrival of the permeant at the interface between
the crystal and the skin is recorded by monitoring
the IR signal from the permeant. The signal in-
creases sigmoidally with time. This is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 10.

The reason for the sigmoid profile is that there
is a lag phase, a pseudo steady state phase and
then an equilibration as the skin becomes satu-

Fig. 11. The effect of Azone and Transcutol on the permeation
of cyanophenol through human skin.

rated with the permeant. If the skin is pre-treated
with an enhancer that modifies the diffusional
properties of the skin, the plateau reached will be
the same but it will occur earlier. If an enhancer
alters the solubility in the skin the plateau will be
affected whereas the time to reach the plateau will
not. This is shown in Fig. 11.

Analysis of the data in Fig. 11 using an appro-
priate solution to Fick’s second law of diffusion
shows that Azone is acting solely to increase the
diffusion (by approx. a factor of 3) of the
cyanophenol in the skin and Transcutol is increas-
ing the solubility of the permeant in the skin (also
by a factor of 3). The two distinct enhancement
mechanisms are therefore separated (Harrison et
al., 1996b).

8. Penetration enhancement: synergy

A simple consideration of Eq. (1) shows that it
is possible to obtain synergy if more than one
enhancement strategy is used. For example if D
can be improved by a factor of 3 and if supersat-
uration can be used to increase the effective con-
centration by a factor of 3, the overall
enhancement will be ninefold. In the above exam-
ple, if Azone and Transcutol are combined, each
effect is threefold and therefore the combination
should also provide a ninefold enhancement. As a
second, different, example, Fig. 12 shows the ef-
fect of oleic acid (increases D) and supersatura-

Fig. 10. A schematic of the ATR-FTIR experiment showing
the build up in IR signal with time.
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tion on the in vitro permeation of flurbiprofen
(Pellett et al., 1997b).

Substantial enhancement can be achieved using
the combination and this type of approach could
be used to improve the very poor bioavailability
seen with normal topical products.

9. Penetration enhancement: lipid extraction

It has been known for a long time that the skin
can be treated with various solvents and these can
extract the lipids in the stratum corneum. The
most effective extractant is a mixture of methanol
and chloroform, which will remove all but the
lipids that are covalently bonded to the cor-
neocyte envelope. The barrier function of the skin
is considerably reduced but it can be restored by
reintroduction of the lipids. Ethanol will extract
some of the lipids but it is a very much milder
solvent. The skin recognises that its barrier func-
tion has been impaired and it rapidly restores
itself by synthesis of lipids to replace those that
have been extracted (Bommannan et al., 1991).
Little systematic studies have been conducted on
the degree to which solvents interact with the skin
lipids. More quantitative data can be obtained
using ATR-FTIR and perdeuterated solvents (so

Fig. 13. Relationship between the solvent uptake (normalised
C–D peak area) and the C–H frequency shift after 30 min
exposure to D-hexanol. Data adapted from Dias (2001).

that their signal can be distinguished from the CH
stretch of the skin lipids) coupled to an in vivo
tape stripping technique (Dias, 2001). It is possi-
ble to examine the effect of the solvent on both
the skin lipid mobility and extraction. A series of
alkanols was selected as representative solvents.
n-Hexanol and octanol were found to decrease
the amount of intercellular lipids whereas n-de-
canol does not. The degree of extraction was
found to be time dependent. In contrast to the
other two alkanols, the uptake of n-decanol was
higher. The disordering of the skin lipids was in
proportion to the solvent uptake. An example of
this is shown in Fig. 13.

10. Modelling percutaneous absorption

Since the overall absorption process is a se-
quence of partition and diffusion events it should
be possible to build physicochemical models for
skin penetration. A number of different ap-
proaches have been adopted for this. Complex
solutions to Fick’s laws of diffusion have been
used to infer mechanisms of absorption (Albery
and Hadgraft, 1979a,b; Albery et al., 1983) and to
show that urea exerts its enhancing effect by
altering the diffusional resistance of the skin
(Beastall et al., 1986). They have also been used to
interpret concentration profiles found across the
stratum corneum (Watkinson et al., 1992). How-
ever, since the data are subject to considerable
biological variability the data analysis has to be
performed with caution.

Fig. 12. The in vitro permeation of flurbiprofen and how it is
affected by oleic acid or sixfold saturation. Synergy is seen
when both enhancement strategies are used. Data adapted
from Pellett et al. (1997b).
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A more general approach to modelling skin
absorption has been to build a ‘pharmacokinetic’
model in which various compartments represent
the delivery device, the stratum corneum, the vi-
able tissue and the blood. Normal elimination
kinetics are assumed from the blood compart-
ment. The rate constants connecting the compart-
ments can be ascribed physical significance, e.g.
the slowest step, transfer across the stratum
corneum k1 is equal to h2/Dsc where h is the
diffusional pathlength and Dsc the diffusion coeffi-
cient of the drug in the stratum corneum. A ratio
of first order rate constants k3/k2 is related to the
partition coefficient between the lipophilic stra-
tum corneum and the aqueous viable epidermis.
The model has been used successfully to predict
the transdermal delivery of a number of drugs
(Guy et al., 1982; Guy and Hadgraft, 1983,
1985a,b, 1986).

However, the data bank available for transder-
mal delivery is relatively small and it is helpful to
be able to model a wide spectrum of xenobiotics.
Permeability data exist, in the literature, for an
extensive range of chemical entities and a simple
equation has been shown to exist for these data
(Potts and Guy, 1992)

logkp(cm/h)= −2.7+0.71logKoct−0.0061 MW
(3)

where Koct is simply the octanol water partition
coefficient and MW, the molecular weight. It
should be noted that this equation is used for
predicting the permeability coefficient from an
aqueous solution of the diffusant. The physical
significance of this empirical equation is clear. As
the molecule becomes more lipophilic its perme-
ability increases due to better partitioning into the
skin. As it becomes larger its diffusion in the skin
is reduced. Although a very successful equation
there are difficulties as the two constants, Koct and
MW, are not totally independent. For this reason
further analysis of the data has been conducted to
try and separate the diffusion and partition ele-
ments (Pugh et al., 1996; Roberts et al., 1996,
1995). This has revealed some interesting factors,
the most significant of which is that diffusion
within the skin is affected significantly by the
number of functional groups on the permeant

that are capable of hydrogen bonding. Fig. 14
shows that, as the number of hydrogen bonding
groups increase the diffusion coefficient decreases
until three are present, thereafter there is little
significant effect. It is probable that the effect is
related to the ability of the diffusant to hydrogen
bond with the polar head groups of the ceramides.
Fig. 14 also shows the relative degrees to which
some simple functional groups retard penetration
with a carboxyl group having the most effect and
ether, the least.

For this reason the effect of partial charge on
diffusion was examined (Pugh et al., 2000). The
partial charges around a molecule can easily be
calculated using computer algorithms and diffu-
sional effects therefore calculated ‘ab initio’. The
following relationship was found with the charge
and molecular weight being equally significant
factors:

log(D/h)= −2.66−0.00269 MW�charge (4)

where charge is defined as the simple sum of the
moduli of the partial charges on the constituent
atoms of the molecule.

Fig. 14. The effect of increasing the number of hydrogen
bonding functional groups on diffusion through the skin. The
insert shows that the addition of a carboxyl functional group
has the largest effect on reducing permeation whereas ether
has the least. Data adapted from Pugh et al. (1996) and
Roberts et al. (1996).
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The mass of a molecule absorbed across the
skin is important in determining therapeutic effect
and also in risk assessment. It is related to the
permeability coefficient and the applied concen-
tration. The maximum flux will therefore be the
product of the permeability coefficient, as pre-
dicted by Eq. (3), and the aqueous solubility.
There are equations for predicting aqueous solu-
bility (Sw) at temperature T, an example (Valvani
et al., 1981) is:

logSw= − logKoct

1.11�Sf(mp−T)
4.577(273+T)

−0.54 (5)

where �Sf is the entropy of fusion and mp is the
melting point of the compound. A comparison of
Eqs. (3) and (5) shows the problem in selecting
ideal candidates for dermal delivery. As Koct in-
creases, permeability rises, however, solubility de-
creases. In general compromises have to be made
and an ideal permeant probably has a log Koct

value of approximately 2. Eq. (5) also indicates
that it should have a low melting point. It is
therefore not surprising that nitroglycerin (mp=
13.5 °C, log Koct=2.2) and nicotine (oil, log
Koct=1.17) permeate the skin extremely well.
There is often a parabolic dependency between
the amount of drug absorbed and log Koct, this
has been observed for the non-steroidal anti-infl-
ammatory agents (Yano et al., 1986) and also
analysed theoretically for the same compounds
(Degim et al., 1995). However, the overall effec-
tiveness of a topical NSAID will depend both on
permeation and its pharmacological potency.
These can be considered in combination to
provide guidelines for the appropriate NSAID
selection (Hadgraft et al., 2000).

Since the skin behaves as a lipophilic membrane
the ionisation state of the permeant is also impor-
tant. The surface of the skin has a pH of approx-
imately 4–5 and appears to have a good buffer
capacity. Formulations placed on the skin should
possess a pH between 4 and 7 and therefore the
pKa of the permeant can also be important. It is
perhaps surprising that not much systematic work
has been conducted on the pH partition be-
haviour of skin. Ibuprofen and lignocaine have
been examined in some detail and simple relation-
ships between the observed permeability and log

D (allowing for ionisation) found (Hadgraft and
Valenta, 2000). Again there appears to be opti-
mum conditions. At low pH the ionisation of
ibuprofen (pKa=4.4) is suppressed and log D is
high but the solubility is low. In contrast at high
pH, log D is low whereas the solubility is high. It
appears that the effect of solubility is greater than
partition and that more efficient delivery of
ibuprofen can be achieved by using the higher
concentrations of the salt that can be achieved at
the higher pH values. Recent work (Smith and
Irwin, 2000) however, has not found the same
type of effect and more research is required to
determine the exact nature of pH partition effects
in skin.

Evidence exists that suggest that ionised com-
pounds do permeate the skin and it is probably
the dipolar nature of the skin that is important in
controlling the absorption steps. In classic bilayer
membrane studies, compounds such as phloretin
can be used to change the dipolar nature of the
lipids and improve permeation of lipophilic ions.
Similar effects have been seen in skin where the
presence of phloretin improved the absorption of
ionised lignocaine (Valenta et al., 2001). This type
of enhancement strategy has not been explored in
any detail but warrants further investigation.

11. In vitro experiments

Modeling the permeation process is a very use-
ful tool but confidence in the various mathemati-
cal models used is lacking. This is due to lack of
reliable data and the inability to extrapolate from
simple aqueous solutions to real formulations. A
better indicator of what is likely to happen in vivo
in humans is to use human skin in vitro. Consid-
erable care needs to be taken in the experimental
design of these studies since it is easy to generate
erroneous results, particularly with an incorrect
choice of receptor medium. A number of guideli-
nes have been established (Howes et al., 1996;
Skelly et al., 1987) which help in the experimental
design but it is still difficult to find appropriate
conditions when the permeant is very lipophilic in
nature. Where correct conditions are used it is
possible to obtain very good correlation between
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Fig. 15. A comparison of the permeation of nitroglycerin from
a transdermal patch as measured both in vivo and in vitro.
Data adapted from Hadgraft et al. (1993).

where a small electric current is used to ‘force’ the
ions through the skin. The skin is permselective
and it is easier to deliver cationic drugs using
iontophoresis. There has been research in passive
delivery strategies and small amounts of oligonu-
cleotides can be delivered if appropriate solvents
are used (Nolen et al., 1994). This has been confi-
rmed in our laboratories using a fluorescently
labelled 12-mer oligonucleotides (Campbell et al.,
1999). The 12-mer could be detected in lower
layers of the skin using fluorescence microscopy
but the amounts in a conventional Franz diffu-
sion cell experiment were too low to be detected
using a HPLC assay.

DNA has been delivered using a complex with
DOTAP (Alexander and Akhurst, 1995; Birchall
et al., 2000; Ramsay et al., 2000). The resulting
complexes are quite large and the mechanisms of
delivery through the skin are unclear. There are
reports in the literature of delivery using flexible
liposomes (Transfersomes). These can be used to
deliver quantities of insulin large enough to in-
voke lowering of blood glucose levels (Cevc et al.,
1995). Their mechanism of entry through the stra-
tum corneum is also unclear but it is possible that
they enter through defects in the intercellular
lipids under the influence of the water concentra-
tion gradient that exists across the skin. Since the
surface of the particle is highly charged, the en-
ergy of hydration is sufficient to ‘pull’ the de-
formable liposomes through the skin. The insulin
is associated with the Transfersomes and is there-
fore delivered. A similar process may occur with
the DNA complexes although direct entry via the
hair follicles cannot be ruled out.

Other physical techniques of permeation en-
hancement include electroporation (Vanbever and
Preat, 1995), ultra sound (McElnay et al., 1993),
and physically blasting particles through the skin
(Sarphie et al., 1993).

13. Conclusions and future

The process of skin permeation is complex but
it is possible to identify the major physicochemi-
cal determinants that control the absorption pro-
cess. Now that these are beginning to be

in vitro and in vivo data. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 15 where the uptake of nitroglyc-
erin from a patch was studied both in vitro and in
vivo (Hadgraft et al., 1993).

Difficulties can arise in vitro when the permeant
is subject to considerable skin metabolism. The
skin is a metabolic organ with most of its activity
in the viable tissue. However, even in the stratum
corneum, there are enzymes present that are capa-
ble of breaking down proteins and substances
such as cholesterol sulfate. It is possible to obtain
fresh skin, mount it in a diffusion chamber and
maintain viability over a short period of time but
the methodology is complex (Collier et al., 1989).

It is also possible to make use of the metabolic
activity and design prodrugs. These can be de-
signed so that they have optimum physicochemi-
cal properties for skin absorption and are broken
down at the site of action by endogenous enzymes
(Martin et al., 1987).

12. Delivery of biotech drugs

There has been considerable interest in the de-
livery of peptides and proteins into and through
the skin. Since these chemical entities are large
and charged, there are considerable problems in
getting them into the skin. The process that has
attracted most attention is that of iontophoresis,
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understood at a molecular level it is possible to
make rational decisions about the design and
formulation of topical and transdermal drugs.
Formulation design, particularly for topical rather
than transdermal patches, is complicated by the
fact that the composition changes as the formula-
tion is rubbed into the skin. Volatile components
can evaporate and small solvent molecules will
themselves be absorbed at an appreciable rate. It
is important to make rational design strategies
based on the formulation itself and the residual
phase that will be left on the skin surface.

The understanding of the barrier properties of
the skin has benefited from advances in the vari-
ous biophysical techniques that have been used
recently. Spectroscopic techniques have allowed
an investigation of the molecular interactions that
occur within the skin. Stray field NMR is being
used to monitor water profiles in the various
strata of the skin in vitro and in vivo. An example
of water transferring out of a sample of skin is
shown in Fig. 16. The NMR generated image
reveals both the amount of water and its spatial
distribution. As water is lost the signal decreases
and also the membrane can be seen to be decreas-
ing in thickness.

The research into iontophoresis and also the
associated electro-osmosis has led to develop-
ments in non-invasive drug monitoring. Consider-
able effort has been concentrated on the
development of a non-invasive method for follow-

ing glucose levels in the plasma, which would
have obvious benefits for diabetic patients (Garg
et al., 1999). Once the technique is accepted there
are many developments that could be made to
measure other levels in the plasma. It may be
possible to develop feedback drug delivery sys-
tems that monitor biochemical markers and de-
liver a drug in response to the perceived need. It
may also be possible to develop these approaches
to examine drug levels in the underlying skin
tissue after drugs have been applied topically. One
of the big problems at the moment is to relate
changes in topical formulations to the levels of
drug in the underlying skin tissue. Developments
have been made using invasive techniques such as
microdialysis (Anderson et al., 1992) but it may
be possible to use non-invasive procedures as well.
Examples with potential are optothermal tech-
niques (Bindra et al., 1994; Xiao and Imhof,
1998), photoacoustic spectroscopy (Hanh et al.,
2000) and possibly developments of stray field
NMR monitoring nuclei other than the protons
exemplified in Fig. 16.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s there was
optimism about delivering many drugs using the
transdermal route. Skin is the final frontier and it
imposes many constraints on the numbers of
drugs that can be delivered. However, advances in
research have given us ways of monitoring glucose
levels in the blood and also spraying drugs onto
the skin so that they can be successfully delivered.
Examples quoted in the literature include the sex
hormones (Finnin and Morgan, 1999; Morgan et
al., 1998). Fig. 17 shows an example of a ‘state of
the art’ glucose-monitoring device.

Substantial problems do exist in transdermal
delivery; the barrier property of the skin is one of
these. Another very important issue is that of skin
toxicity. Many drugs have been examined and
shown to pass through the skin in sufficient quan-
tity to produce a therapeutic effect, however, in
vivo they fail due to adverse effects in the skin.
There are probably ways of circumventing the
irritant and allergic responses and their develop-
ment will probably come early in the new millen-
nium as a result of biotechnology advances.

It is interesting that nearly 50 years ago my
father wrote, ‘Maximal percutaneous absorption

Fig. 16. The loss of water from hydrated skin as a function of
time and position, as shown by stray field NMR. The edge of
the stratum corneum is located at approximately 380 �m on
the x-axis. Profiles can be obtained at closer time intervals
than shown and therefore a more accurate kinetic analysis can
be conducted on the data. Data adapted from Dias (2001).
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Fig. 17. The GlucoWatch Biographer from Cygnus
(www.cygn.com).
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